Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) has exponentially gained public attention due to its increasing prevalence in the population.[@ref1] Neurobiological models are beginning to replace neurocognitive schools of thought in order to observe underlying neurological abnormalities that could result in, or contribute to the impairments seen in individuals with ASD. Mirror neurons have taken the lead in neurobiological research to unify the social systems of the brain.[@ref2] The extensive amount of research that has centered around mirror neurons and their connection to autism has led to a progressive understanding of social cognition -how different systems in the brain communicate in order to produce integrated messages of motor and symbolic behavior to generate social meaning. The first stages of mirror neurons research identified individual brain regions with mirror neuron activity; progressively, research has begun to view the mirror neuron system (MNS) as an integrative network that communicates information across multiple regions of the brain. The MNS has been found associated with empathy,[@ref3] social reciprocation,[@ref4] verbal and non-verbal communication, language, and several others.[@ref5] These functions parallel symptoms observed in ASD.[@ref4] The purpose of this review is to evaluate and compile current research on mirror neurons and their potential link to autism. Despite years of research, there remains some dissent in the role of mirror neurons in the brain. Evaluating current data information will direct future research potential and analyze the authenticity of the MNS as a dominant theory in the involvement of mirror neurons in autism. The myriad of symptoms that characterize ASD, such as social deficits, impairments in verbal and non-verbal communication, repetitive or restrictive behaviors, abnormal social interaction, and restrictive specialized interests,[@ref6]-[@ref8] make it a complex disorder; and thus it has been difficult to unearth an exact pathophysiology. In 2010, it was estimated that 1 in 150 children were affected;[@ref7] in 2015 that rate increased to approximately 1 in 50.[@ref9]

As the name states, autism occurs on a spectrum, varying from mild impairments (high-functioning), to severe impairments (low-functioning). Those with high-functioning autism generally have less severe language and communication impairments; however, they still struggle with understanding figurative language, inferences, and language and intention comprehension.[@ref7] The expanding pervasiveness of ASD in the population has led to a rapidly growing body of research into causes and cures. No majority settlement has been made on environmental versus genetic origins; however, the recent focus on neurobiological abnormalities in the brain allow scientists to observe the biological processes that are connected to the social, language, and cognitive deficits of neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism. Since their discovery in the 1990s, mirror neurons have held a spotlight in neurobiological theories of autism.[@ref10] The parallel of their functions in the brain to symptoms of autism has generated wide support and the hopes of more concisely understanding the effects of impairments in the social brain. Researchers originally discovered mirror neurons in Macaque monkeys while studying action execution and observation.[@ref11],[@ref12] They were identified primarily in the premotor system, functioning in language processing and understanding the intentions of actions.[@ref13] Mirror neurons fired when the monkeys performed an action and observed another monkey performing the same action.[@ref11] Following this discovery, researchers extended their subject interest to humans, investigating the correlation between mirror neuron dysfunction and deficits in social behavior, language, and communication. After more than 2 decades, researchers have identified mirror neurons as being more complexly involved in social cognition than originally thought.[@ref13]-[@ref15] Their activities function to integrate visual, auditory, and motor stimuli to generate social cognitive processes.[@ref11],[@ref16]-[@ref19] The complexity of MNS, and the expansive and integrative influence it contains throughout the brain has made it difficult for researchers to fully understand its procedure of activity and the phenotypes expressed by its dysfunction. Because humans have such a multifaceted system of social cognition and communication, appraising the value of mirror neurons in these processes has encountered inconsistencies in research and disagreement among the scientific community. Some researchers claim that the mirror neuron theory is too simple to account for all of human complexity,[@ref20],[@ref21] or that it is too premature to warrant such substantial attention.[@ref22],[@ref23] However, some recent research studies support this association, for example, a social cognition study by Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia[@ref24] concluded that the parieto-frontal mechanism allows a person to understand the action of others, and provides a person a first-person grasp of the motor goals and others intentions.

Others view MNS as a unifying system with which to more wholly understand how social cognition is wired in the brain, and how impairments in different parts of the brain, or in the connections between them, affect social functioning.[@ref18],[@ref25]-[@ref27] Mirror neurons are specialized neurons that serve as a system of learning in social animals.[@ref28],[@ref29] In primates, the MNS functions primarily in observing goal-directed behavior, recognizing motor actions,[@ref17],[@ref30] and facilitating social cohesion.[@ref31] The function of the MNS in humans parallels that of primates, but has evolved to cater to a more diverse social system[@ref28] that involves motor action observation and execution[@ref11],[@ref32] verbal and non-verbal communication,[@ref28],[@ref32] behavioral, motor, and social communication and interpretation,[@ref14] transitive and intransitive gestures[@ref33],[@ref34] intention understanding,[@ref35],[@ref36] intersubjectivity, and emotional understanding.[@ref15] The integration of these multiple networks can lead to an array of variation in extent and type of impairments, a factor that has made understanding the MNS in humans quite complex. It is already known that there is a possible link of mirror neurons with ASD. However, the extent and exact mechanism behind this possible association is still not clear. It is also a mystery that "are mirror neurons damaged or affected in all autistic patients, or it is confined to some patients only", and if some mirror neurons are affected in only some patients then what is the reason. We believe a complete pathophysiological knowledge will help us understand the answers to these kinds of question. Hence, this review is our attempt to accumulate various studies about the pathophysiological mechanism of autism and mirror neurons in order to unearth this association.

To study in depth regarding the association of mirror neurons with autism, a comprehensive review of published literature was conducted in PubMed. Articles included were those relevant to the theme of mirror neurons, ASD, and autism. We searched the database PubMed using the keywords fMRI mirror which came out with 919 articles, autistic mirror that gave 143 total articles, autism brain imaging that provided 2186 papers, cognition mirror neurons showed 310 papers, mu rhythms gave 234 papers and mu rhythms autism provided only 5 papers. Autism mirror neurons gave 110 papers, ASD mirror provided 83, autism mirror gave 229, imitation autism provided 333, theory of mind autism provided 686, MNS autism gave 42, autism spectrum mirror gave 121, MNS ASD gave 29, MNS autism provided 117, ASD MNS gave 41, mirror neurons and autistic patients provided 8, MNS autism spectrum gave 73, mirror autistic 143, ventricles mirror neurons 3, empathy ASD 96, empathy mirror ASD 10, while empathy autism provided 357 papers. As of October 2015, this search revealed 6278 published, peer reviewed scientific articles. Out of these there were some repetition of the articles. Yet, the total was over 5500 articles.

The inclusion/exclusion criteria for our analyses were as follows: 1. Studies that explicitly mentioned the mirror system in the title, keywords or abstract were included, whereas those that did not were excluded; 2. Because most articles on the subject of mirror neurons are published after the year 1991, we maintained a strict selection criteria to include all the articles published after the year 1985 including autism, ASD and mirror neurons; 3. Articles published in low impact factor journals were excluded to maintain the high standard of the review. Moreover, articles with confusing and vague findings and no clear pathophysiological association of mirror neurons with autism or with no clear outcome were also excluded; 4. Most articles in the English language were selected. Articles in languages other than English were selected only if the English translation was available; 5. The criteria of data selection strictly included articles focusing on autism, ASD, and the MNS; 6. Articles only with animal or/and human data were included, and the selection was mainly focused on the studies with neuroimaging findings. Review articles or meta-analysis with the same focus were also selected; 7. Neuroimaging studies with fMRI and EEG with other non-invasive techniques, such as positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission tomography (SPECT), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and TMS were included. While any study with invasive techniques was excluded; and 8. Studies in which the authors did not attribute their fMRI results directly to the mirror system were excluded. One hundred and thirty two of the 6278 scientific papers met this criterion.

Review {#sec2-1}
======

In humans, the MNS is linked to behavior, social, and communication skills,[@ref14] language and speech,[@ref32] and emotional interpretation.[@ref15] The neurons play a role "action execution" and "action observation".[@ref17],[@ref37],[@ref38] It is also studied that representational granularity of the motor system is not different from the mechanism of mirroring during action execution.[@ref39],[@ref40] In primates, mirror neuron activity was identified in the ventral premotor cortex and inferior parietal lobule,[@ref11],[@ref13],[@ref28] and hippocampus.[@ref41] While in non-human primates cortical regions outside the parietofrontal circuit, like mesial frontal cortex contain mirror neurons.[@ref42] According to many mirror neuron research experts, these neurons in humans extend through the dorsal premotor cortex, somatosensory system, posterior temporal cortex, ventral premotor cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobe,[@ref7],[@ref16]-[@ref18] bilateral cerebellum, left medial frontal gyrus, right temporal lobe, and thalamus,[@ref19] Mu suppression has been extensively studied in relation to MNS in the past few years. This suppression has been found to be associated with action observation.[@ref43] Evidence exists that mirror neurons fire in response to observing and executing motor action behaviors.[@ref32] Mirror neurons are thought to exist in a global population.[@ref25] Furthermore, predictive neurons that fire preemptively in expectation of an action have also been studied.[@ref44]-[@ref46] Maranesi et al[@ref46] studied mirror neurons in relation to action observation and described 2 kinds of mirror neurons. They called them action mirror neurons and inaction mirror neurons. Action mirror neurons fire during action observation, while inaction mirror neurons demonstrated predictive discharge. The same study concluded that MNS fire, on average, 340 milliseconds before the behavior occurs.[@ref46] It is also studied that any damage to the parietal cortex affects the imitation or understanding an observed action. This does not only include one's own actions but also of the others.[@ref44]

Various studies support the concept that mirror neurons communicate through a series of network pathways involving connections between the amygdala-hippocampal circuit, caudate nuclei, the cerebellum, and frontal-temporal regions, and surprisingly these networks are found to be damaged in autism and ASD, which point to a possible connection in the pathophysiology of mirror neurons with autism.[@ref47] We believe that these kinds of studies would revolutionize the concept of the association of mirror neurons with ASD and autism. Studies demonstrated that frontal-posterior circuits, posterior superior temporal sulcus, superior temporal gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus,[@ref48] and anterior and posterior regions of the insular cortex have also been found to be associated with autism.[@ref49] Thus, further investigation is warranted in these above mentioned regions of the brain to find any presence of the MNS. More of less the same idea of studying MNS in neural networks has also been described in some recent studies published after they year 2010.[@ref50]-[@ref53] The above evidence molds the discussion toward a possibility that pathophysiology of autism in relation to neural networks will help us further explore deep insight into a collective pathophysiology of autism and mirror neurons. Because it is observed that dysfunctions in these neural connections can cause impairments in social reciprocity, language communication, empathy, information processing, and cognitive demands,[@ref48],[@ref49],[@ref54]

The EEG and fMRI neuroimaging studies of individuals with autism have observed lack of activity in the MNS[@ref55] and instances of disrupted connectivity, that is under-connectivity, and/or over-connectivity in cortical networks when compared with neurotypical persons,[@ref49],[@ref56]-[@ref61] resulting in the brain functioning as a less cohesive unit.[@ref48] Other studies involving EEG monitoring and fMRI imaging have failed to find significant differences in brain activity between those with autism and neurotypical individuals.[@ref62]-[@ref64] This disparity leads some researchers to suggest further studies are needed in order to account for complexity of social cognition in the human brain.[@ref10],[@ref22],[@ref62] The current body of evidence of mirror neuron dysfunction is sufficient for others to warrant investment in neurofeedback treatment procedures.[@ref7],[@ref65] Studies have found that autistic patients have benefited from neurofeedback training[@ref14],[@ref66] and that environmental exposure can stimulate neural connection development, reducing disparity in symptomatic behavior observed between neurotypical individuals and those with autism,[@ref67]-[@ref69] as well as patients with damage to related brain structures.[@ref32] (**[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**)

###### 

Relevant studies showing the association of the mirror neurons with autism.

  Authors/Publication Year                 Country           Study design      Population                                                                                                                                                     Sample size              Diagnostic criteria                                                                                                             Main findings
  ---------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Marshall and Meltzoff,[@ref74] 2014      USA               Review            N/A                                                                                                                                                            N/A                      N/A                                                                                                                             Early development of the MNS suggests it functions to facilitate social learning, social reciprocity, and to allow infants to communicate with and respond to their environment
  Cross and Iacoboni,[@ref76] 2014         USA               Cross-sectional   20 females and 17 males, after exclusion a total of 32 participants were included                                                                              37                       N/A                                                                                                                             When an action has not been previously mapped, automatic response and motor resonance are suppressed
  Gallese et al,[@ref78] 1996              Italy             Cross-sectional   Monkey                                                                                                                                                         2                        N/A                                                                                                                             532 (17%) neurons in F5 of the macaque monkey fulfilled the criterion to be referred to as mirror neuron
  Murata et al,[@ref80] 1997               Japan             Cross-sectional   Monkey                                                                                                                                                         1                        N/A                                                                                                                             Canonical neurons exist, these are the neurons that respond just by observing a graspable object without performing any action
  Masconi et al,[@ref81] 2015              USA               Review            N/A                                                                                                                                                            N/A                      N/A                                                                                                                             Size and cerebellar circuitry is also affected in autism spectrum disorder
  Bailey et al,[@ref82] 1998               United Kingdom    Cross-sectional   6 ASD brains                                                                                                                                                   6                        ADI                                                                                                                             Fewer cerebellar Purkinje cells are seen in ASD patients compared to controls
  Whitney et al,[@ref86] 2009              USA               Cross-sectional   6 autistic and 4 controls                                                                                                                                      10                       N/A                                                                                                                             Fewer cerebellar Purkinje cells are seen in ASD patients compared to controls
  Wegiel et al,[@ref87] 2014               USA               Cross-sectional   21 subject brains 18 controls (total 28 were selected after inclusion exclusion criteria)                                                                      39                       Postmortem application of the ADI-R                                                                                             Fewer cerebellar Purkinje cells are seen in ASD patients compared to controls
  Von Hofsten and Rosander,[@ref91] 2012   Sweden            Review            N/A                                                                                                                                                            N/A                      N/A                                                                                                                             Mirror neurons possibly exist in cerebellum
  Pohl et al,[@ref100] 2013                Germany           Cross-sectional   32 (27 finally selected)                                                                                                                                       32                       N/A                                                                                                                             During imitation, higher activity in right hemisphere in the happy compared to the non-emotional condition in the right anterior insula and the right amygdala, plus pre-supplementary motor area, middle temporal gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus was observed
  Van der Gaag et al,[@ref102] 2007        The Netherlands   Cross-sectional   17 healthy young adults(9 F, 8 M)                                                                                                                              17                       N/A but Edinburgh handedness Questionnaire as selection criteria                                                                Amygdala was activated during observation of emotional and non-emotional facial expressions
  Sussman et al,[@ref108] 2015             Canada            Cross-sectional   194 autistic participants and 280 Developing control participants                                                                                              378                      DSM-IV                                                                                                                          Increase in size of the brain lobes of autistic indivdiuals.
  Solso et al,[@ref110] 2015               USA               Cross-sectional   61 ASD patients 33 TD (typically developing)                                                                                                                   94                       Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule. Vineland-II Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second Edition. Mullen Scales of Early Learning   Increase size of the frontal lobe in ASD patients
  Sato et al,[@ref119] 2014                Japan             Cross-Sectional   29 ASD 12 Asperger 17 Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS)                                                                       58                       DSM-IV-TR                                                                                                                       Age-dependent gray matter differences in prefrontal cortex, primary sensorimotor cortex, and temporoparietal junction
  Doyle-Thomas et al,[@ref120] 2014        Canada& USA       Cross-Sectional   20 ASD patients 16 Controls                                                                                                                                    36                       DSM-IV                                                                                                                          Autistic patients have elevated glutamate/creatine in the putamen
  Damiano et al,[@ref121] 2015             USA               Cross-Sectional   26 ASD children 22 Controls                                                                                                                                    48                       ADOS                                                                                                                            Right caudate nucleus activation during non-social negative reinforcement was linked with individual differences in social motivation
  Wolff et al,[@ref122] 2013               USA               Cross-sectional   30 Fragile X Boys 16 Idiopathic Autism                                                                                                                         46                       DNA testing using Southern blotting for Fragile X. ADOS-G for autism                                                            The caudate nucleus plays a role in the early pathogenesis of self-injurious behavior associated with both idiopathic autism and the caudate may be differentially linked with compulsive behavior
  Marshall et al,[@ref123] 2011            USA               Review            N/A                                                                                                                                                            N/A                      N/A                                                                                                                             mu rhythms that desynchronise in order to activate the mirror neuron system
  Cannon et al,[@ref126] 2014              USA               Cross-Sectional   Total=33 8 Males 25 Females -11 Females performers. -10 (4 M, 6 F) were observers. -12 (4 M, 8 F) Novices -- were unfamiliar with the procedure and research   33 8 Males 25 Females.   N/A                                                                                                                             Participants performing an action show the greatest mu rhythm desynchronization in the 8-13 Hz band, in the right hemisphere as compared to observers and novices
  Simpson et al,[@ref73] 2014              Italy             Review            N/A                                                                                                                                                            N/A                                                                                                                                                      

N/A - not applicable, ADI- Autism Diagnostic Interview, DSM-IV - Diagnostic & Statistical Manual IV, ASD - Autism spectrum disorder, TD - Toddlers, MNS - mirror neuron system, ADI-R - Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, ADL - Autism Diagnostic Interview, ADOS-G - Autism Diagnostic Observations Schedule-Generic, ADOS - Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, DSM-IV-TR - Diagnostic & Statistical Manual IV Text Revision

Discussion {#sec2-2}
==========

The MNS continues to be a dominant neurobiological theory for autism. However, there remains too much disparity in the scientific community to begin discounting other current theories, or retreat from discovering new ones. Research conducted on mirror neuron function in neurotypical persons as opposed to those with ASD has produced inconsistent data.[@ref20],[@ref62],[@ref63],[@ref70] This could be due to the nature of experiments that historically, have observed activity of the MNS in concentrated regions rather than as a neural circuitry system. Insight into the MNS has revealed that mirror neurons process communication across various brain regions rather than in focused concentration in specific areas.[@ref18],[@ref26],[@ref56],[@ref60] Mirror neurons function to assimilate multiple strands of information from various brain regions into a cohesive message.[@ref48] Turning the focus of research to investigating anatomical abnormalities in neural circuitry could prove more conducive to understanding mirror neuron activity.[@ref60] and how to implement treatment programs for ASD.

Mirror neurons fire when an individual observes and executes actions;[@ref11],[@ref18] but in humans, compared to primates, the MNS is theorized to serve a more social function.[@ref17],[@ref18],[@ref28] The MNS activity is present in infants as young as six months[@ref71],[@ref72] and imitative behaviors have been observed in neonates in their first days of life[@ref73] indicating that they immediately begin responding to their social environment. Discovering when the MNS begins to develop is a vital step in fully understanding how and when disruptions in neural circuitry occur, and thereby its influence on neurodevelopmental disorders. Early development of the MNS suggests it functions to facilitate social learning, social reciprocity, and to allow infants to communicate with and respond to their environment.[@ref72]-[@ref74] Being able to predict others' behavior would instigate the development of social cognition in which the infant learns the social nuances in its environment, how to use behaviors to get what it needs, and the subtle social cues that precede impending actions. Predicting the behaviors that follow preceding cues would require an initial understanding of the social environment. Infants as young as 6 months usually mirror activities performed by others before they have fully developed the motor skills to execute and imitate action behaviors and gestures.[@ref45],[@ref71],[@ref72] This shows us that social imitation is a learned process; individuals do not respond to unfamiliar behavior the same way they mirror actions that have previously been observed, this phenomenon is also referred to as "brain mapping".[@ref45] On the other hand, sensory-to-motor mapping is a process, in which the one observing an action creates a simulation in their mind.[@ref75] These mapping procedures are pairing stimuli with an appropriate response, creating automatic response capability. When an action has not been previously mapped, automatic response and motor resonance are suppressed.[@ref76] The maps created by infants in response to their early environment stimulate functional connectivity in the brain and influences skill development later in life.[@ref73] Construing the meaning and intent of actions is an integral part of reciprocal social behavior. This mapping system allows individuals to build a repertoire of social meaning to communicate through motor, verbal, behavioral, and symbolic actions. Brain mapping not only functions to allow an individual to communicate with others, but serves to interpret their own internal stimuli[@ref77] and integrate these stimulus-response behaviors with social meaning. If development of these maps is disrupted, impairments in neurotypical function could be observed in the stages when children are developmentally expected to begin performing the motor, social, and language skills they had previously observed. In the years to follow, we will get a clear picture of the relationship of brain mapping and sensory-to-motor mapping with autism. In addition, we believe it is imperative to correctly distinguish mirror neurons from another set of neurons called "canonical neurons" to correctly study the pathophysiology of ASD with mirror neurons. Single-cell studies have shown that in order to be fit into the definition of "mirror neuron", a neuron must be activated when observing an action as well as while executing an action. It is noteworthy that Gallese et al[@ref78] demonstrated that 92 (17%) out of 532 neurons in F5 of the macaque monkey fulfilled the criterion to be referred to as mirror neuron. While it is also true that most fMRI studies include either observation or execution condition. Very few studies include both conditions. Conversely canonical neurons are the neurons that respond just by observing a graspable object without performing any action. These neurons were initially studied by Rizzolatti et al[@ref79] and later studied by Murata et al.[@ref80] Thus, we believe that in order to properly understand the pathophysiology of autism with mirror neurons. Experiments involving both conditions "action observation" and "action execution" must be conducted. Brain areas common to autism, ASD and MNS. Several neuroimaging studies have shown the affected areas in autistic patients. As already discussed above, these areas include cerebellum, hippocampus and amygdala, cerebrum, ventricles and caudate nucleus. While mirror neurons are observed in the inferior frontal gyrus, ventral premotor cortex, and the inferior parietal lobule, visual cortex and the cerebellum. We will highlight each area which is involved in autism and also contains mirror neurons to get a better understanding about a possible pathophysiological connection.

Cerebellum {#sec2-3}
==========

Many studies have revealed that cerebellum is affected in autism and ASD. A reduction in the size of cerebellum or certain parts of cerebellum are observed on imagining studies in autistic and ASD patients. In addition to the size, cerebellar circuitry is also affected in ASD which explains the sensorimotor impairments in these individuals.[@ref81] Evidence shows that 35-95% fewer cerebellar Purkinje cells are seen in ASD patients compared with controls[@ref82]-[@ref87] and remaining cells show decrease in size.[@ref88]

Surprisingly some studies hint toward the notion about a possibility of existence of mirror neurons in cerebellum.[@ref89]-[@ref91] Molenberghs et al[@ref92] conducted a meta-analysis with 125 fMRI studies to study what areas contain mirror neurons. The analysis showed that 14 separate clusters are present in brain regions with mirror properties, surrounding 9 different Brodmann areas. These clusters were present in regions of brain, such as the inferior parietal lobule, inferior frontal gyrus and the ventral premotor cortex. Some unexpected area such as the primary visual cortex, cerebellum and areas of the limbic system also found to have these clusters.[@ref92],[@ref93] However, still lack of number of studies makes this association dubious. Therefore, future investigations must be done to look for the possibility of the existence of mirror neurons in cerebellum. If consistent research studies found the same findings as above then we would be able to claim with confidence that mirror neurons are damaged in autism because cerebellum contains MNS.

Limbic system (Hippocampus, amygdala and insula) {#sec2-4}
================================================

Hippocampus and amygdala of autistic individuals have small volume. Moreover, neurons in these areas are smaller and more tightly packed showing higher cell density. Involvement of the limbic system in autism has been extensively studied and enough evidence exists to support this involvement.[@ref94]-[@ref96] In a rat study of autism spectrum and valproic acid, quantitative analysis of the thickness of the prefrontal cortex showed a decreased size in the cingulate 1 area of the prefrontal cortex and CA1 of the dorsal hippocampus in prenatally exposed animals compared with controls. At the level of the basolateral amygdala, a reduction in the size was observed at PD35 and PD70 in the valproic acid group. In addition, a reduced thickness was observed in the prelimbic parts of the prefrontal cortex in valproic acid animals at PD35.[@ref97] The mirror neurons system is surprisingly also seen in motor cortex M1, M2, cingular cortex, hippocampus in mice groups in other studies of the same nature.[@ref98],[@ref99]

The amygdala and insula were studied by Pohl et al during observation and execution of facial expressions. Individuals imitated, executed and observed happy and non-emotional facial expressions, the study also included seeing neutral faces. During imitation, higher activity in right hemisphere in the happy compared to the non-emotional condition in the right anterior insula and the right amygdala, plus pre-supplementary motor area, middle temporal gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus was observed. Region-of-interest analyses revealed that the right insula was associated with imitation and execution than by observation of facial expressions and the insula was more activated by happy as compared to a non-emotional facial expressions during observation and imitation. It was also observed that the activation differences in the right amygdala between happy and non-emotional facial expressions were augmented during execution and imitation. Pohl et al[@ref100] suggested that the insula and the amygdala contribute mainly to the happy emotion of the facial expressions. In the same study by Pohl et al,[@ref100] the amygdala, a central part of the emotion-circuitry, was activated during observation of emotional and non-emotional facial expressions. Same results have been demonstrated in another study.[@ref101] Stronger effect sizes of amygdala activation during observation of faces compared with pictures have been found.[@ref102] Evidence shows that the amygdala also behaves as a 'relevance detector'during observation.[@ref103] Affect-specific increase of the right amygdala during imitation and execution were also found by Pohl et al[@ref100] Moreover, autonomic arousal and emotional experience is augmented by the execution of emotional facial expressions.[@ref104] Furthermore, involvement of the insula in emotional tasks has been shown in several studies[@ref105]-[@ref107]

Cerebral lobes {#sec2-5}
==============

Involvement of cerebral hemisphere and the lobes of the brain in autistic patient's brain is well known. Size of the lobes is known to be increased in autism. Recent studies verify this information regarding the changes in brain lobes in ASD and autism.[@ref108]-[@ref110] It is also discussed above and is also well known that the mirror neurons are located in the parietal and frontal cortex. In fact, action observation is found to be linked with premotor cortex and parietal lobe. It is also observed that dorsal areas like dorsal premotor cortex and superior parietal lobules observation respond more to observation of foot action as compared to hand and arm movements.[@ref111] Some interesting findings by Keyser et al[@ref112] showed that the secondary somatosensory cortex was activated both when individuals observed another person being touched, and when they were touched by someone or they touched themselves. These studies provided a rock foundation in the concept of mirror neurons.[@ref112] Furthermore, another study claims that the primary somatosensory cortex is activated when we observe another person being touched. However, this is true when the action is intentional rather than accidental.[@ref113] Motor activation is not involved in observing touch, however with auditory stimuli, the observation of being touched is enough to activate somatosensory cortex[@ref114],[@ref115]

Brain ventricles {#sec2-6}
================

Ventricles increase in size in ASD and autistic patient.[@ref116],[@ref117] Ventricles are also known to be increased in many other psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia. However, the presence of mirror neurons in the brain ventricles has not been proven yet. We will have to wait for decades long of research to get some concrete knowledge regarding the presence or the absence of mirror neurons in this part of the brain.

Basal ganglia, putamen & caudate nucleus {#sec2-7}
========================================

Decreased volume of basal ganglia, putamen, and caudate nucleus is observed when brain imaging studies of autism are conducted. The autism spectrum disorder patients also show gray matter augmentation mostly in the frontal and temporal lobes plus medial frontal gyrus, Broca's area and posterior temporal cortex, as well as certain parietal and occipital subcortical regions. Reduction in gray matter are observed only near the temporoparietal area. Subcortical gray matter increases in the putamen and caudate nucleus are observed. However, reduction in subcortical gray matter are seen in cerebellum. Moreover, age-dependent gray matter differences in prefrontal cortex, primary sensorimotor cortex, and temporoparietal junction are also seen.[@ref118],[@ref119]

Besides anatomical changes, metabolic changes are also seen in autistic patients. According to a study by Doyle-Thomas et al[@ref120] autistic patients have elevated glutamate/creatine in the putamen. They found ASD patients show hypoactivation of the right caudate nucleus during anticipating non-social negative reinforcement and hypoactivation of a network of frontostriatal regions with the nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, and putamen during anticipating social negative reinforcement. Furthermore, right caudate nucleus activation during non-social negative reinforcement was linked with individual differences in social motivation.[@ref121] These findings suggest a specific role for the caudate nucleus in the early pathogenesis of self-injurious behavior associated with both idiopathic autism. The study also suggested that the caudate may be differentially linked with compulsive behavior, this highlights the utilization of brain-behavior associations within and between ASD subtypes.[@ref122]

Researchers are beginning to lean away from investigations into regional abnormalities in favor of studying the effects of impairments in communicatory connections between regions. While it is clear that more research is needed to investigate the connection between mirror neurons and autism, there is a sufficient body of evidence to suggest that impairments in the MNS could be involved in social, behavior, and communicative deficits in autistic patients. The variability of these deficits among individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders, such as ASD, could be due to disparity in exposure as well as variation in under-connectivity and over-connectivity. The underlying cause of dysfunction in the MNS is still conjecture; research has uncovered connected processes, such as mu rhythms that desynchronise in order to "activate" the MNS.[@ref123]-[@ref130] Neurofeedback procedures targeting mu rhythms specifically have met with success in improving communication skills.[@ref14] The discovery of mu rhythms requires researchers to examine causation and correlation between mu desynchronisation and the MNS, as well as how mu rhythms correlate with newer theories targeted at disruptions in MNS connectivity. Additionally, abnormalities in white and grey matter volumes have been observed in conjunction with mirror neuron functionality.[@ref47],[@ref57] Problems with the volume of white and grey matter could lead to impairments in functional connectivity.[@ref46] The connection of mu rhythms and white and grey matter to mirror neuron activity should direct researchers to keep in mind the intricate processes in the brain. The obscure complexities of brain systems that researchers are increasingly becoming aware of sheds light on the notion of interconnectedness and not singular regional abnormalities. It is becoming apparent that the brain operates as a continuous, rather than discrete, system, with each operation influencing another; the MNS should be considered in much the same way.[@ref29]

In conclusion, understanding social cognition and its origins of development will not stop at the genesis of the MNS in fetal development. Research will need to consider the growth of other global processes such as mu rhythms and white and grey matter volume integrity in the womb and through infancy and early childhood development. Taking on this neurobiological approach should not discourage neurocognitive or environmental factor investigations but rather supplement them. Concentrating neurobiological research on infant development and the sensory-to-motor mapping response to early environmental stimuli exposure could unveil environmental influence on potential genetic susceptibility, and its subsequent effects on motor resonance. Additionally, following how neural connections and communication networks change over time, (paying attention to over and underconnectivity and connectivity compensation) could reveal the extent of the MNS's capacity to adapt, and thus the veracity of using neurofeedback training for individuals with autism. While the current body of research pertaining to the MNS is insufficient and multifarious, maintaining current treatment practices, as well as investing in the development of new neurofeedback training technologies will continue to be beneficial. Treatment practices also offer researchers and opportunity to study mirror neuron activity and the influence of other systems in the brain.

The understanding of the MNS has come a long way in the past 2 decades since their first discovery. The enthusiasm over studying its effect on social cognition has not faltered, despite the fact that research has resulted in a more perplexing understanding of the brain. There is enough evidence regarding its influence on social processes to warrant continued exploration; however, researchers should also continue to examine connected systems and invest in studying these systems in the early stages of life. Current bodies of research into the causes of autism should signify that a single cause is unlikely; it is more likely that the cause of autism is just as convoluted as the brain itself. The study concludes that besides other factors which are considered as the possible cause of autism and ASD. Mirror neurons damage or alteration could be associated with autism, and this theory of mirror neuron involvement could describe the pathophysiology of many symptoms of autism in great detail in the near future after more research is brought to surface.
